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Editorial 
The genesis of what became the North Star Chronicles was the 
occasional e-mail from the late Sheldon McGlone which was intended to 
keep the Durban community informed about developments in the model 
railway/railroad community in our part of the world. Following Sheldon’s 
death, this role was taken over by the NSC now in the 10th year of 
publication. In the light of some significant developments since inception, 
it is perhaps an opportune time for reflection. 
This observation is particularly relevant from a personal perspective as 
there are about to be some major changes in our lives. After living in 
greater Durban for exactly 50 years, my wife and I have decided to 
semigrate to Knysna. Obviously, this is a development with major 
implications for family ties, friendships which have endured for half a 
century and last but not least for the Highway Model Railway Club which 
will shortly lose its premises requiring the club layout to be dismantled. 
The garden track, the North Star Railway will go too but at least that will 
be reincarnated as the South West Railway in Knysna. 
It is true that as stated in a song off the 1970 album of the same name 
by George Harrison, “all things must pass”, but some of the modules 
used to build the HMRC layout are nearly 40 years old and there is some 
doubt if premises can be found to accommodate a rebuild.  
I now want to go off at a tangent to reinforce a (painful) lesson which has 
had to be learned by so many clubs over the years. Rule no 1: IF AT 
ALL POSSIBLE, OWN YOUR OWN PREMISES! 
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Of course that is far easier said than done but it was interesting to read 
the minutes of the PEMRC AGM about their objective to do just that. 
Western Province MRC got lucky many years ago in obtaining 
permission to erect their layout in an arch underneath a bridge carrying 
the road over the railway line.  
This is an area where creative thinking is required. There are some 
municipal properties where an offer to train some of the lesser privileged 
members of society in woodworking, track laying, ballasting, scenery 
building, electronics, railroad operations skills might result in a portion of 
such properties being made available for a long lease. Not ideal but 
better than nothing. And what about a grant from Lotto? 
Roving Rails, the HMRC portable modular layout, also faces space 
problems but hopefully with all the current vacancies in retail centres, an 
empty shop should be found relatively easily to act as a drawcard for the 
centre. Peter Meese at the Waterfront shopping centre in Knysna has 
shown that a model railway layout does exactly that. 
The current Durban model railway scene 
On one level not much has changed in the last 10 years or so in the 
Durban area. The signature HO layouts are still John Everitt’s, Frank 
Graham’s and perhaps Eric James’s.  
In G scale, Murray Kyle’s garden layout is probably the finest or at least 
the most dramatic in the country.   
It is what we have lost that is so sad. A quarter of the membership of the 
Hornby Railway Collectors Association SA died during the Covid 
pandemic. I have concerns about the future of the HRCASA.   
John Borman’s British outline OO layout was dismantled prior to his 
death as the result of a house move. 
Owen Storbeck’s SAR layout (see below) was dismantled before his 
death. 
The late Alick Horne was a prolific scenery/model builder - the scenery 
on John Everitt’s layout and the ship on the HMRC were built by Alick.  
Sadly, Durban no longer has a “model railway shop” a la Hobbytech. 
When Craig Hepburn emigrated (still waiting for that article Craig!) and 
sold the shop, Eric Bell did not last long before selling the stock to 
Denkit. After a few years, Denkit moved from Springfield Park to the 
Crescent at Umhlanga before closing the shop and returning to their 
roots at Shelly Beach. In any case, model railways were a small part of 
Denkit’s operation. 
The nearest thing we have to a model railway shop in Durban where you 
can visit and inspect items is Model World (the successor to Jix Hobbies) 
in Westville. Stock of model railway items is limited and mainly OO 
gauge British outline. Radio control (cars and aircraft) is more popular.  
East Coast Hobbies did move into physical premises for a short time 
some years ago before reverting to an on-line operation.    
One can speculate if the demise of the model railway shop is purely 
attributable to the internet or if something more profound is involved. 
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Highway Model Railway Club – quo vadis? 
The roots of the club (Durban Modular Railroaders go back to the early 
eighties and have been covered fairly comprehensively in previous 
NSCs. Refer North Star Railway website. For more recent developments 
involving HMRC, refer Vols 5 no 3, 6 no 3, 6 no 8, 8 no 4 and 8 no 12). 
After operating for nearly 20 years from a property in Kloof – not 
ownership but the next best thing – the sale of that property forced the 
dismantling of the DMR layout. The modules went into storage for 12 
years or so when premises again became available above a garage. 
That was about 5 years ago. Despite the layout comprising a number of 
modules, augmented by the ones from Roving Rails, it took 2 years for 
the layout to progress to an operational state. Danie Joubert made a 
major contribution to scenery building with the result that the layout now 
elicits a ‘wow’ from visitors. Sadly, the layout will have to be dismantled 
and the hunt is on for new premises (at least 12mx5m required). Finding 
same will not be easy but a number of leads is being followed up.  
Fortunately, and the decision to go this route was taken before a loss of 
the HMRC premises was even contemplated, a portable modular layout 
– the new Roving Rails – had been built. Finding premises for this will be 
a considerably easier task with the likelihood being the erection of the 
layout in an empty shop as a drawcard for the centre concerned.  
Building both layouts and “polishing” them has resulted in strong bonds 
being formed by the members of the club and have been a significant 
factor assisting the people concerned to deal with the Covid pandemic.  
It is true that there is a lot of talk, well banter, at the work sessions on a 
Wednesday and as a result perhaps not as much progress is made as 
should be, but the object of the exercise is to have fun and that has been 
achieved in spades.  
As another diversion, it is also perhaps relevant to mention the role that 
in person socialising plays in promoting longevity. In fact, it is the single 
most factor in so doing. In this regard Susan Pinker’s presentation to 
TED 17 is well worth watching: 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=susan+pinker+ted+201
7  
While the entire video is interesting, it is the part from 6 minutes onwards 
that is the most relevant. Skype, Zoom and Teams meetings are all very 
well but there is no substitute for in person gatherings.  
After that diversion (but one well worth taking) we return to the future of 
the HMRC layout and the North Star Railway. Both will be available for 
public viewing before dismantling commences. One last steamup on the 
latter – how sad! 
Sandstone 2022 Steam Festival 
This will be held from 15th to 18th April at Ficksburg. Details available 
from the Sandstone website: 
https://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/railway-heritage-58/3588-
easter-steam-for-2022  

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=susan+pinker+ted+2017
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=susan+pinker+ted+2017
https://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/railway-heritage-58/3588-easter-steam-for-2022
https://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/railway-heritage-58/3588-easter-steam-for-2022
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Owen Storbeck’s SAR layout 
The photographs below were taken in May 2015 during a visit to Owen’s 
and the late Phil Pitman’s layouts by the HRCASA.  
It is unfortunate that I do not have a track plan of the layout. My 
recollection is it comprised two outer circuits with marshalling yards in 
the middle and tracks branching off to industries. 

 
Busy scene on the railway 

 
Harbour in the background 
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Better view of ship 

 
Locos and rolling stock mainly Lima but Owen also built a lot of 
SAR wagon kits supplied by East Coast Hobbies 
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Coaling station 

 
Military base on right on branch line 
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Another view of the base 

 
Note catenary and signal on mainlines at rear 
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Here comes the bride…. 

 
A suburban passenger speeds past the scrapyard adjacent to the 
mainline 
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Extensive lighting featured on the layout 

 
Wish I had the track plan. Note use of lighted signals. 
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Those were the days when the rails used to deliver/collect goods 
directly to industries! 

 
The end 


